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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 
 

Agriculture is the most important sector of the Sri Lankan economy. Even though its 

contribution to the gross domestic production declined substantially during the past 3 

decades (from 30 percent in 1970 to 21 percent in 2000), it is the most important source 

of employment for the majority of the Sri Lankan workforce. 

In Sri Lanka, even at present though, the farmers protests at better prices for their 

agricultural products they are being exploited at the hands of a hierarchy of middlemen. 

For an instance most of the vegetables and fruits farmers at huge trading places like 

Dambulla Economic Centre are not getting the best price for their products mainly due to 

the involvement of “Middle Man” in the trade. The proposed SMS Based Trading Portal 

which is a cost effective, language friendly solution that mainly allows Sri Lankan 

farmers and traders to interact with each other in agricultural commodity trading by 

means of SMS messages, aims to resolve this problem and some other concerns discussed 

in the section in the section [1.1.1]. This will be done by eliminating the communication 

gap between the various rural farmers and traders as well as by offering various services 

that facilitate selling and trading process. 

 

1.1.1 Need of an e-business platform for Sri Lankan agriculture market 
 
Apart from the “middle man” concept there could be some other reasons that make 

farmers getting low prices at their products. Two main reasons are  limited number of 

buyers and sellers due to limitations in the form of geographical barriers and lack of price 

information as there is no proper communication channel that provides timely and 

accurate market information on agricultural commodities to farming and trading 

communities.  Also another possible reason could be that they are not equipped with the 

modern technology to support automation of business transactions to achieve competitive 

advantage of trading. 
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 The e-business breaks these barriers because trading is fast and can be done from any 

place and with anyone irrespective of his location. It can also provide the latest price 

information, farmer–trader offer matching, bidding and payments handling etc. 

 

It requires an efficient mechanism to enable the farmers to have a closer grip on the 

pricing aspects of their products, to eliminate the “middle man” concept by enabling the 

farmers to have reasonable levels of controls on the product sale, distribution and pricing 

aspects, to enable efficient distribution of competitively priced quality agricultural 

products to the  local market segments and to  minimize the impacts of language barriers 

which exist and to enhance the level of IT  penetration into local agricultural industry. All 

these demand the requirement of e-business platform or e-Trading portal.  

 

1.1.2 What Form of e-business platform would serve the purpose 
 
Globally, the internet is being used heavily to conduct commercial activities and to 

provide goods and services. In the local context too this phenomenon is gathering 

momentum. The non conventional type of internet access, such as hand held GSM based 

mobile hand sets and palmtops, are gaining popularity rapidly.  

 

However, in Sri Lanka, internet facility is still limited in most of the rural areas and 

farmers may lack required computer literacy and it may be too expensive for them to 

purchase and maintain personal computers as well as required domestic internet 

connectivity.  In addition to that, it won’t provide any portable mechanism for them to 

exchange current prices of their agricultural commodities to traders. On the other hand 

even traders require portable mechanism which would facilitate them to reach market 

information and to initiate negotiation process with farmers. 

 

One way of addressing this issue is coupling internet and mobile technologies to provide 

a comprehensive framework to implement a trading system where it requires a WAP 

based trading system which could be accessed through mobile devices. But cost 

effectiveness and operational feasibility of such approaches are in question. 

Another approach could be implementing a mobile application based on J2ME.  
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It’s true that the advent of mobile computing has ushered in a new galore of value-added 

utility services for the mobile phone users. But most of these services are targeted for the 

urban users, who are more likely to be accustomed to the use of computers and can avail 

mobile handsets with advanced technologies. On the other hand, the rural community 

generally tends to rely upon the cheaper handsets. Also, the applications targeted for 

them should be preferably simple and should not cost them much.  

Hence it seems that SMS based trading portal would serve the purpose much better in 

terms of cost effectiveness and operational feasibility than other approaches. Further such 

system could be coupled with internet technologies to serve administrative operations as 

well to provide some querying facilities for farming and trading communities. 

 

1.2 Research Goals 
As mentioned in the background section there’s a clear need of a trading platform which 

would enable framers to directly interact with traders to eliminate the “middle man” 

concept and other barriers in an operationally feasible cost effective way. 

 

A POC implementation was done to achieve the following research objectives  

 

• Implementing an efficient mechanism to provide timely and accurate market 

information on agricultural commodities to farming and trading communities. 

 

• Providing an end to end solution that facilitates framers and traders to negotiate 

on trading deals and further processing with financial as well as transportation 

aspects. 
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1.3 Scope  
 

The system under discussion is about enabling the local farmers and traders to use the 

mobile and internet technology to trade their products in place of the conventional buyer 

seller interactions. The proposed system is based on typical stock trading system where 

the farmer advertised his products and buyer then directly negotiate with farmer concern. 

The other related transactional activities would take place from this point onwards. The 

focus of this study was to implement a system of this nature in the local context, 

assessing its benefits and to propose a suitable technical infrastructure which would even 

cater for future enhancements.  

 

To achieve the research goals specified in the previous section a SMS based trading 

portal was constructed using Java technology in conjunction with JSP based web 

application. JSP application is specifically to cater administrative operations and to 

facilitate certain queries of farmers and traders. 

 

The following fall within the scope of the project: 
 

• User Management module that subscribes farmers, traders and transporters to the 

system along with credential management. 

• Product Registration that allows introducing agricultural commodities and 

respective available locations to the system. 

• Offer Management which facilitates introducing farmer offers and trader offers to 

the portal and carrying out automated offer matching and notification service via 

SMS  

• Bid Management with features such as biding to farmer offers by traders, carrying 

out negotiation process on the bids placed by both parties and searching for the 

best bid. 

• Search engine to support commodity search and offer search, based on various 

criteria  
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• Automated payment processing upon successful completion of negotiation on a 

bid where fund transfer between trader –farmer bank accounts is demonstrated via 

a simulation process for the banking operation.   

• Transportation Management to facilitate transporters to register vehicles and 

maintain availability of them, traders getting SMS notifications on transport 

availability upon successful completion of a payment transaction and further 

negotiation. 

• Service Registration that facilitate farmers, traders and transporters to get 

registered with certain services to receive SMS notifications on certain events. 

This facility would offer farmers and traders getting notifications upon exact offer 

match, back order handling, to judge on most likely to buy traders and traders to 

judge most likely to sell farmers based on a star point scheme which is integrated 

with the feed back acceptance service on particular deal from both parties. This 

facility would offer transporters getting notifications upon traders’ requests 

• SMS processing which covers SMS reading and directing to the appropriate 

system modules based on message codes  as well as sending out the system 

generated notifications to users. 

• Exposing a XML based web service with farmer – trader offer information as well 

as summary of  highest and lowest  daily market prices of commodities to be 

accessed by interested parties 

 

User management is basically handled through a web based administrative module which 

also supports commodity search and offer search. All other features included in the scope 

are operated using SMS messaging including user credential management and 

commodity search. 

The main aspect over here is to enable the farmers to use the simple SMS messaging  to 

reach directly to the potential buyers through the trading engine  and by-pass the 

intermediate buyers and sellers, this would undoubtedly increase the farmer’s profit 

margins and would also indirectly help in producing high quality crops. 
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 1.4 My Contribution to the Research Work done 
 
There are two major contributions done by me with the research done. 

 

One of the major contributions done was that discussing at design level [6.2.1 ] how a 

system of this nature can be made ebXML [2.2 ]  compliant in the contract formation that 

enables collaborations through a profile manager. Even an enhancement to the standard 

ebXML standard has been proposed here. According to the original ebXML standard 

once a collaboration protocol profiles are defined and a contract is established between 

two trading partners, the individual profiles can’t be altered but with the proposed design 

[6.2.1 ] it’s allowed altering the collaboration profiles to cater for dynamic business 

requirements that may arise on the fly.  

 

 

The other one is that the proof of concept implementation of  SMS based agro trading 

mechanism that could be adopted in Sri Lankan agricultural sector. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


